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The topic, a heavily clichéd one, is normally put up by middle-aged people still trying to come to terms with
their fascination by the compactness that social networking brings to the world. Social networking is now as
significant a part of life, as any other life process. And, nothing about the phenomenon is actually strange. A
society has always been a—and the—way of life. So, what is the USP that an online society brings? The
question is, why it still intrigues masses, even when it is universally acknowledged that the internet is ready
to change the way humanity interacts, in the most unexpected of ways, in the years to come.
Obviously, the interest lies in the magical definition it provides to a society. For starters, it may be a pastime
that helps find new friends. Social networks can find you friends for life, a spouse for marriage, a new set of
customers for business, a bundle of fans of your skills to take you to glory. Moving beyond such social
effects, which are largely limited to one’s personal life and workplace, there are certain other impacts, which
actually alter the civilisation as a whole, for its good.
If not a more literate society, online societies have given us a more aware youth. Take the daily news for
instance. A conventional form of society would need a person to follow the news to know about a story
creating waves. Today, a person may not follow the news, but surely follows his Facebook news feed. Here,
he is made to know about such a news story, for he is bound to wonder why everyone is talking about the
same topic.
The news is just an example—a mere subset of a far bigger effect an online life brings. It is the sharing of
opinions with a community, which makes social networking what it is. A person, who would not rather
write/speak a tirade on his views on life, society, governance and other niceties, is encouraged to showcase
those same opinions on an online platform, when he sees everyone doing so. If not as an article, then as a
brief status-update! A rebel by heart discovers his speech thus; a yesterday’s “nobody” gets liked,
retweeted, and gets confidence. An online forum gives a new definition to freedom of speech. In another
part of history, putting forward opinions was the job of the intelligentsia, and following them the duty of the
commoner. Today, social networking provides this opportunity to anyone and everyone with an opinion.
In my view, the broader effect of the online simulations of societies as an agent of change is majorly due to
its revolutionary platform, that helps an otherwise off-line (pun intended) society to wake up, build and
share opinions, think, argue, stay aware about a variety of things in life. The place which ignited the fight to
bring Hosni Mubarak down, a phenomenon that can get a whole country behind Anna Hazare, something
that can leave behind television media in impact, is surely a remarkable agent of change.

